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T

he mono- and diesters of phosphoric acid have commanding
and ubiquitous roles in all species of life. As structural components they show remarkable stability to spontaneous hydrolysis
under near physiological conditions (25 °C), with half-lives for
P-O bond cleavage in phosphate diesters estimated at ca.
107 years and for monoesters ca. 1012 years (1, 2). Yet, they
are susceptible to enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis and phosphoryl
group transfer reactions either between two oxygens, or between
oxygen and nitrogen or sulfur, with turnover numbers adequate to
support a vast array of biological processes, e.g. Serratia nuclease
kcat ca. 2; 500 s−1 (3), E. coli alkaline phosphatase kcat ≥ 45 s−1
(4), and human protein tyrosine phosphatase β kcat ca.
1; 500 s−1 (5). Such values lead to the remarkable result that
phosphoryl transfers involved in cell signaling and regulation
are associated with the largest enzymatic rate enhancements
yet identified (2), with accelerations kcat ∕kuncat in the range
1021 . Two general properties of phosphate esters are largely
responsible for their stability: anionic character and aqueous
solvation (6). Both of these deter nucleophilic attack at phosphorus and have to be overcome by enzyme catalysts. While
the generalities of enzyme catalysis of phosphoryl group transfer
have been well established by stereochemical studies and analysis
of nucleophile and leaving group dependencies, in conjunction
with much structural information (6), detailed knowledge of
transition states (TSs) for reactions of true substrates has been
difficult to establish. In this regard, trifluoromagnesate (MgF−3 )
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0910333106

has recently emerged as a surrogate for the PO−3 group in enzyme
TSs (7–9), and is the likely species present in many reported nearTS structures previously thought to contain AlF3 (10). Here we
show, using a combination of solution NMR and high-resolution
x-ray crystallography applied to the enzyme β-phosphoglucomutase (β-PGM), that MgF−3 provides a very sensitive probe of the
electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding distributions in a near-TS
conformation. MgF−3 is isoelectronic with, and a close steric mimic
of, an enzyme-bound PO−3 moiety.
Two very different PGM families exist; one operates on
α-D-glucose 1-phosphate and one on β-D-glucose 1-phosphate
(βG1P). α-Phosphoglucomutase, (α-PGM, EC 5.4.2.2), a key
enzyme in glycolysis (11), has long been established as requiring
α-D-glucose 1,6-bisphosphate (αG16BP) as a cofactor to convert
the apoenzyme into the catalytically active form. This involves the
phosphorylation of a conserved serine (S116 in α-PGM from
rabbit muscle) to give a stable phosphate monoester (khydrolysis ¼
3.3 × 10−8 s−1 for phosphate hydrolysis (12)) and glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) as product. The bacterial β-phosphoglucomutases
(β-PGM, EC 5.4.2.6) are smaller proteins, operate on βG1P,
and use a conserved aspartate (D8 in β-PGM from L. lactis) as
a nucleophile to form a transient phospho-enzyme (13). The short
lifetime of the phospho-enzyme (khydrolysis ¼ 0.05 s−1 (14); 0.026 
0.001 s−1 (15)) is unsurprising because acyl phosphates are highly
reactive phosphorylating species (ΔG∘hydrolysis ¼ −10 kcal mol−1 ).
Only in exceptional circumstances are the half-lives extended
above 24 h (16).
Investigation of the mechanism of β-PGM was set alight by the
claimed observation of a pentacovalent phosphorane intermediate formed from β-PGM and βG1P or G6P (17). Because of inconsistencies in the interpretation of the high-resolution x-ray
data and in the thermodynamic justification of the proposed
phosphorane, we immediately suggested an alternative interpretation of the electron density map as resulting from an MgF−3
anion occupying the active site with G6P (18). The MgF−3
interpretation received independent support from a quantum
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Prior evidence supporting the direct observation of phosphorane
intermediates in enzymatic phosphoryl transfer reactions was
based on the interpretation of electron density corresponding to
trigonal species bridging the donor and acceptor atoms. Close examination of the crystalline state of β-phosphoglucomutase, the
archetypal phosphorane intermediate-containing enzyme, reveals
that the trigonal species is not PO−3 , but is MgF−3 (trifluoromagnesate). Although MgF−3 complexes are transition state analogues
rather than phosphoryl group transfer reaction intermediates,
the presence of fluorine nuclei in near-transition state conformations offers new opportunities to explore the nature of the
interactions, in particular the independent measures of local electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding distributions using 19 F NMR.
Measurements on three β-PGM-MgF−3 -sugar phosphate complexes
show a remarkable relationship between NMR chemical shifts,
primary isotope shifts, NOEs, cross hydrogen bond F⋯H-N scalar
couplings, and the atomic positions determined from the highresolution crystal structure of the β-PGM-MgF−3 -G6P complex.
The measurements provide independent validation of the
structural and isoelectronic MgF−3 model of near-transition state
conformations.

mechanical - molecular mechanical (QM-MM) analysis based on
the structure (19) and was subsequently validated in solution by
direct observation based on 19 F NMR data (8). However, the
MgF−3 interpretation was questioned (20, 21) and the pentacovalent phosphorane interpretation defended (22, 23), despite the
presence of fluoride, which severely compromises the catalytic
cycle of β-PGM (15). Therefore, using an integration of NMR
and high-resolution x-ray structural data, we now report a thorough characterization of β-PGM in the presence of G6P and
fluoride that leaves no room for a pentacovalent phosphorane
interpretation of solid-state or solution-state complexes. It
also demonstrates the substantial role to be played by 19 F NMR
parameters in the characterization of metal fluoride transition
state analogue (TSA) complexes.
Results and Discussion
The presence of the reported pentacovalent phosphorane species
(17) relies on the accumulation of β-PGM phosphorylated on
D8 with which either G6P or βG1P can associate to form the
proposed high-energy reaction intermediate. We investigated
the potential for β-PGM to accumulate a population of phosphoenzyme using 31 P NMR (see SI Text). The 31 P NMR spectrum of
β-PGM expressed and purified according to established procedures (13, 24) showed that freshly prepared protein has no phosphate moiety. The addition of either G6P or βG1P to a solution of
unliganded β-PGM, replicating the original crystallization conditions (17) (except that fluoride was omitted), failed to show any
phosphorus species covalently bound to protein, as predicted by
the detailed kinetic analysis of β-PGM (15). Under these conditions, there was also no measureable population of noncovalently
bound sugar phosphate (only free G6P as α- and β-anomers, free
Pi derived from the slow hydrolysis of G6P (15), and several
other minor non-protein-bound sugar phosphates were observed). The subsequent inclusion of 10 mM ammonium fluoride
(Fig. 1) resulted in the formation of the previously described
PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex (8), and the observation of a protein-bound phosphate resonance from G6P in the complex (with
an intensity proportional to the protein concentration). No peaks
were observed at chemical shifts characteristic of a protein-bound
aspartyl phosphate (25) or of a pentacoordinate phosphorane
species (26), both of which would occur at higher field than
Pi. Furthermore, the remarkable hypothesis that the presence
of Pi is sufficient to cause phosphorylation of D8 before or after
crystallization (14), can also be discounted by 31 P NMR showing
the absence of an aspartyl phosphate peak in the presence of a
large excess of Pi (Fig. 1). The observation that native β-PGM is

Fig. 1. A 31 P NMR spectrum of the crystallization components, including
β-PGM, G6P, MgCl2 and NH4 F. The spectrum shows (expanded in inset) resonances of the protein-bound phosphate from G6P in the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA
complex (5.00 ppm), free G6P in solution as α- and β-anomers (2.70 and
2.82 ppm, respectively) and free Pi (0.72 ppm), as well as minor amounts
of several other non-protein-bound sugar phosphates. No other peaks are
observed at chemical shifts resonating upfield of Pi characteristic of a protein-bound aspartyl phosphate or a pentacoordinate phosphorane species.
4556 ∣
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not phosphorylated is also supported by electrospray massspectrometric analysis (8).
X-ray analysis of crystals of freshly purified β-PGM further
established that the protein is not phosphorylated on D8. We
crystallized β-PGM in the absence of ligands and determined
the structure to a resolution of 1.55 Å (Table S1). The protein
is in an open conformation that is essentially the same as that
reported previously (14), with root mean square (RMS) deviations of 0.78 Å for all main-chain atoms. Analysis of the difference Fourier maps showed no density near to the catalytic
aspartyl carboxylate moiety (Fig. S1). This observation contrasts
with the original report (13) of the isolation and crystallization of
β-PGM phosphorylated on D8. However, at the resolution then
reported (2.3 Å), other interpretations of electron density in the
vicinity of D8 are equally valid. It is particularly likely that the
observed density is the result of the formation of an aluminum
fluoride adduct of β-PGM. The population of such an adduct,
in the absence of other ligands, was established using 19 F NMR
(Fig. S2). Although the crystallization conditions reported contained no added aluminum, the levels of fluoride used (100 mM)
are sufficient to leach aluminum from laboratory glassware, as
shown previously (27, 28).
In the presence of G6P, magnesium and fluoride, β-PGM readily forms a PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex in solution. However,
the possibility that the solution-state and solid-state species differ
still needs to be considered. Hence, we crystallized β-PGM in the
presence of G6P and fluoride under conditions as close as possible to those used in the solution NMR study and we solved the
structure to a resolution of 1.3 Å (Table S1). The protein is in a
closed conformation that is essentially the same as that reported
to contain the pentacovalent phosphorane intermediate (17),
with RMS deviations of 0.4 Å for all main-chain atoms. The difference Fourier map showed clear density for G6P and a trigonal
planar species (Fig. S3). The building of a model with MgF−3 as
the trigonal species, provided a very good fit to the density with
bond lengths very similar to those of typical Mg-F bonds (1.90 to
2.03 Å (29)). The resolution to which our data were collected
(1.3 Å) allowed us to refine the positions of the atoms without
any bond length and angle restraints. This assigns the trigonal
bipyramid (TBP) equatorial bond lengths as (Mg-F A ¼ 1.8 Å,
Mg-F B ¼ 1.8 Å, Mg-F C ¼ 1.9 Å), which is inconsistent with previously reported P-O bond lengths. Furthermore, to investigate
independently the identity of the central atom of the trigonal planar species, a dataset was collected at a wavelength of 1.77 Å
(E ¼ 7 keV) on a crystal from the same drop as the native dataset
(Table S1). At this wavelength the anomalous scattering lengths
from light elements (such as phosphorus and sulfur) are much
longer than at shorter wavelengths (Note: the scattering factors
(Δf 00 ) for P at 1.77 Å (Δf 00 ¼ 0.56 electrons) will be a factor of 4
greater than at 0.9 Å (Δf 00 ¼ 0.15 electrons), where previously
reported anomalous scattering measurements were attempted
(17, 20). The scattering factor for magnesium is too small to observe a signal at either wavelength (Δf 00 ¼ 0.23 electrons at
1.77 Å and 0.06 electrons at 0.9 Å). Inspection of the anomalous
difference Fourier map calculated from these data with phases
from a refined model at a contour level of 3σ (Table S2) showed
four clear peaks: three peaks at the methionine side-chain sulfur
atoms of M1, M83, and M126 and one peak on the phosphorus
atom of G6P in the complex (Fig. 2A). No other peaks were present. (See Table S2 for details of the observed peak heights in the
anomalous difference Fourier maps compared to the anomalous
scattering factors for these elements.) Therefore, by combining
the crystal structure and the 19 F NMR data (8) with the anomalous scattering data, the TBP species observed in this crystal
structure is unambiguously defined as pentacoordinate trifluoromagnesate (MgF−3 ).
The apparent differences between the interpretation of data
described above and that previously reported for the proposed
Baxter et al.

pentacovalent phosphorane are readily resolved. Inspection of
the difference Fourier maps calculated after refinement of structure 1o08 against the deposited structure factors (www.pdb.org)
shows significant discrepancies from the original interpretation in
the derived bond lengths and assignment of atoms in the TBP
moiety (17). In the difference map (Fig. 3A, Fig. S4), positive
peaks (ca. 8σ) are observed beyond each of the equatorial atoms
of the TBP indicating that the assigned atoms were incorrectly
located (i.e. the assigned equatorial bond lengths were too short).
Furthermore, a large negative peak (9.6σ) is observed for the
central coordinating atom indicating that the true atomic species
is lighter than phosphorus. Unrestrained refinement of the deposited coordinates against the deposited structure factors leads
to equatorial bond lengths of 1.9 Å, which are consistent with our
observed bond lengths. Refinement replacing PO−3 by MgF−3 as
the trigonal planar species eliminates peaks in the difference
Fourier maps greater than 3σ (Fig. 3B, Fig. S5). (Note: while
it is possible to discern the difference between Mg and P experimentally, F and O are indistinguishable.) Hence, given a population of MgF−3 stoichiometric with the protein concentration (8) in
the original crystallization conditions (17), the accurate interpretation of the electron density is a PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex.
Although MgF−3 complexes are TSAs rather than phosphoryl
group transfer reaction intermediates, the presence of fluorine
nuclei in near-TS conformations offers unique opportunities to
explore the nature of the interactions. Because the lifetimes
for enzymatic phosphoryl transfer TSs are so short, structural
analysis of the protein-TS interface is currently most effectively
Baxter et al.

carried out in complexes of enzymes with TSAs, where the TSAs
have very high affinity for the active site and close mimicry of the
electronic and geometric character of the TS (30). Notably, MgF−3
is isoelectronic with the metaphosphate anion (PO−3 ), both
species having 24 electrons in the valence shell, one net negative
charge, and being capable of accepting two apical ligands to
generate pentacoordinate TBP geometry. Such a close relationship between the TS and TSA for phosphoryl transfer is virtually
unattainable for other enzyme-catalyzed reactions. While this
mimicry can be accurately mapped in high-resolution x-ray
protein structures for the solid state (7, 9), the 19 F atoms are ideal
for the NMR investigation of multiple features of the near-TS
species in the solution phase.
The first key probe of the interactions within the TSA is provided by the 19 F chemical shifts, which report on the electronic
environment in the vicinity of the fluorine nuclei. 19 F resonances
display a high degree of dispersion and are predictable with good
precision from quantum calculations of electronic distributions
(31). The proton distributions in the vicinity of the fluorine nuclei
can also be established on the basis of hydrogen/deuterium primary isotope shifts of the 19 F resonances. For the F⋯H-N and
F⋯H-O hydrogen bonds present between the MgF−3 moiety
and the protein (Fig. 2B), the magnitudes of the isotope shifts
reflect the local proton densities because of the through-space
transmission of the electric field differences between X-H and
X-D bonds (32). Moreover, the proton distributions can be assessed independently through the quantitation of 19 F-1 H NOEs,
PNAS ∣ March 9, 2010 ∣
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Fig. 2. Structure of the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex active site. (A) The
difference Fourier map and the anomalous substructure of the
PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex. Anomalous difference density contoured at
3σ is shown as a magenta mesh. A large peak (height 7.1σ) is visible for
the phosphorus atom in G6P. No corresponding phosphorus peak was
observed in the active site confirming the assignment of the trigonal planar
species as MgF−3 and not PO−3 . The difference electron density (Fo − Fc )
from the same data is shown as a gray mesh contoured at 3σ for G6P and
the MgF−3 moiety before their inclusion in the model. (B) Schematic view
of the PGM-MgF3 -sugar phosphate-TSA complex active site. Three sugar moieties were studied: G6P (R ¼ OH, X ¼ O); 6-deoxy-6-(phosphonomethyl)D-glucopyranoside (R ¼ OH, X ¼ CH2 ); 2-deoxy-G6P (R ¼ H, X ¼ O).

Fig. 3. The reported pentacovalent phosphorus intermediate with β-PGM
(17) is a PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex. (A) Difference Fourier maps calculated
for the structure 1o08 contoured at þ3σ and −3σ. The difference maps show
significant discrepancies from the original interpretation (17) in the derived
bond lengths and assignment of atoms in the TBP moiety. Positive peaks
(ca. 8σ, green) are observed beyond each of the equatorial atoms of the
TBP indicating that the assigned equatorial bond lengths were too short.
The large negative peak (9.6σ, red) for the central coordinating atom
indicates that the true atomic species is lighter than phosphorus. (B) Difference Fourier maps calculated after refinement against the deposited structure factors (www.pdb.org) with MgF−3 replacing PO−3 as the trigonal planar
species. Unrestrained refinement of the deposited coordinates against the
deposited structure factors leads to equatorial bond lengths of ca. 1.9 Å,
which are consistent with our observed bond lengths. Replacing PO−3 with
MgF−3 as the trigonal planar species in the model eliminates peaks in the
difference Fourier maps above 3σ.

as were used in the solution structure determinations of the
PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA and PGM-AlF4 -G6P-TSA complexes
(8, 10). Together, these measurements provide a picture of the
relationship between the charge distribution of the phosphoryl
group transfer mimic and the protein.
To investigate the ability of 19 F NMR parameters to report
on the environment within the active site of phosphoryl group
transfer TSAs, three PGM-MgF3 -TSA complexes were prepared
containing slightly differing sugar phosphates: G6P (PGM-MgF3 G6P-TSA), 6-deoxy-6-(phosphonomethyl)-D-glucopyranoside
(33) (PGM-MgF3 -phosphonate-TSA), and 2-deoxy-G6P (PGMMgF3 -2deoxyG6P-TSA). Effective K d values were determined
through the titration of sugar phosphate solutions into separate
solutions of β-PGM containing magnesium and fluoride and
monitored using either 1 H NMR or isothermal titration
calorimetry. Saturated complexes could be achieved for all three
species (K d : G6P ¼ 1 μM, 2-deoxyG6P ¼ 80 μM, 6-deoxy-6
-ðphosphonomethylÞ-D-glucopyranoside ¼ 300 μM). The 19 F
NMR spectra of these PGM-MgF3 -sugar phosphate-TSA complexes prepared in 100% H2 O buffer and in 100% D2 O buffer
are presented in Fig. 4. The three fluorine atoms in each of
the MgF−3 moieties are hydrogen bonded to multiple exchangeable donors of the protein, and a comparison of the spectra

Fig. 4. 19 F NMR spectra of three PGM-MgF3 -sugar phosphate-TSA complexes. Spectra were recorded at 25 °C in 50 mM Kþ Hepes buffer at pH
7.2, in 100% H2 O or in 100% D2 O. Chemical shifts are given in ppm for
each 19 F resonance in the complex. (A) PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA in 100% H2 O
buffer (F A ¼ −147.0, F B ¼ −151.8, F C ¼ −159.0). (B) PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA in
100% D2 O buffer (F A ¼ −148.6, F B ¼ −153.3, F C ¼ −159.8). (C) PGM-MgF3 phosphonate-TSA in 100% H2 O buffer (F A ¼ −147.5, F B ¼ −153.5,
F C ¼ −157.4). (D) PGM-MgF3 -phosphonate-TSA in 100% D2 O buffer
(F A ¼ −149.1, F B ¼ −154.9, F C ¼ −158.3). (E) PGM-MgF3 -2deoxyG6P-TSA in
100% H2 O buffer (F A ¼ −143.5, F B ¼ −149.7, F C ¼ −177.1). (F) PGM-MgF3 2deoxyG6P-TSA in 100% D2 O buffer (F A ¼ −145.2, F B ¼ −151.2, F C ¼ −177.3)
and with peak F A showing evidence of residual proton occupancy at one
β-PGM hydrogen bond donor site resulting from exchange protection in
the D2 O buffer. Free F− resonates at −119.0 ppm in 100% H2 O buffer and
at −122.0 ppm in 100% D2 O buffer.
4558 ∣
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recorded in H2 O buffer and D2 O buffer allows the sum of the
individual isotope shifts to be measured. In the PGM-MgF3 G6P-TSA complex, F A is coordinated by three protons, L9HN ,
D10HN , and S114HO (Fig. 2B), in a distorted tetrahedral
arrangement, giving a sum isotope shift of 1.6 ppm. F B and F C
have trigonal coordination involving two protons (A115HN
and K145HNζ ) and one proton (G6P-20 HO ), respectively, and
have correspondingly smaller sum isotope shifts (1.4 ppm and
0.9 ppm, respectively).
The PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA and the PGM-MgF3 -phosphonateTSA complexes exhibit similar 19 F chemical shifts and isotope
shifts indicating that replacement of the 6′-oxygen with a methylene group has only a minor effect on the relationship between the
protein and the MgF−3 moiety; the 19 F chemical shifts move

Fig. 5. Correlation of 19 F NMR parameters and their relationships to the
crystalline state. (A) Correlation plot showing the relationship between chemical shift (ppm) and isotope shift (δH2 O − δD2 O , ppm) for the 19 F resonances of
the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex (circles), the PGM-MgF3 -phosphonate-TSA
complex (triangles) and the PGM-MgF3 -2deoxyG6P-TSA complex (squares).
Linear regression analysis gives R2 ¼ 0.94. (B) Correlation plot showing the
relationships between JHF (filled symbols) and JNF (open symbols) couplings
with the corresponding internuclear distances derived from structures of
the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA (circles) and PGM-AlF4 -G6P-TSA (squares) (10)
complexes. The F-N distances are derived directly from the experimental coordinates, and the F-H distances are determined to hydrogens positioned
using the program XPLOR.
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of glucose 6-phosphate and a γ-oxygen of D8 in the protein active
site in solution and in the solid phase. There is no evidence that
supports the presence of a pentacoordinate phosphorane (17)
under any conditions. Unrestrained reanalysis of the electron
density generates a TBP with corrected bond lengths appropriate
for Mg-F and not P-O bonds, and the anomalous dispersion data
show that the central atom is not phosphorus. Furthermore,
β-PGM can neither maintain a stable long-lived aspartyl phosphate, nor be phosphorylated by Pi, as had been postulated
previously (14). However, the metal fluoride complexes offer
opportunities to measure properties of near-TS complexes that
are currently unmeasureable for phosphorus oxide species, in
particular the independent measures of local electrostatic and
hydrogen-bonding distributions using 19 F NMR.
Materials and Methods
Details of all of the procedures are provided in the SI Text.
Crystallographic Methods. Native β-PGM was crystallized by vapor diffusion
from a buffer containing 50 mM Kþ Hepes pH 7.2, 5 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM
NaN3 and 0.1 mM DTT with 26–30% PEG 4000, 200 mM sodium acetate,
and 100 mM Tris pH 7.5 as precipitants. For the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex,
10 mM NH4 F and 5 mM G6P were added and the precipitants were 19–21%
PEG 3350 and 50 mM magnesium acetate. Diffraction data were collected
from cryocooled crystals to 1.55 Å (native) and 1.3 Å (TSA) resolution at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and the structures were
solved by molecular replacement. Ligands in the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex were not included in the refinement until the final rounds so they could
be built into unbiased difference Fourier maps. For the final round of refinement, restraints for the MgF−3 moiety were relaxed allowing the exact atomic
positions to be defined. A long-wavelength dataset was collected to 2.0 Å on
a crystal of the PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex at a wavelength of 1.77 Å
(E ¼ 7 keV) to exploit the anomalous signal from phosphorus.
NMR Methods. 31 P spectra were acquired at 291 K on a sample of β-PGM
containing 0.5 mM β-PGM, 10 mM MgCl2 , 5 mM G6P, 1 mM DTT, in 1 mM
Kþ Hepes buffer at pH 7.5. 31 P spectra were acquired on the
PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex at 298 K, the sample containing 2 mM
β-PGM, 5 mM MgCl2 , 10 mM NH4 F, 5 mM G6P, 2 mM NaN3 , in 50 mM Kþ
Hepes buffer at pH 7.2. 19 F NMR experiments were recorded at 298 K on
samples prepared separately in both 50 mM Kþ Hepes buffer in 100%
H2 O pH 7.2 and 50 mM Kþ Hepes buffer in 100% D2 O pH 7.2 (uncorrected
for D2 O effects), and contained 0.5 mM β-PGM, 5 mM MgCl2 , 10 mM NH4 F,
2 mM NaN3 , and either 5 mM G6P (PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA), 5 mM 2-deoxy-G6P
(PGM-MgF3 -2deoxyG6P-TSA) or 5 mM 6-deoxy-6-(phosphonomethyl)D-glucopyranoside (PGM-MgF3 -phosphonate-TSA). 6-deoxy-6-(phosphonomethyl)-D-glucopyranoside was synthesized as described previously (33). In
the 100% H2 O buffer experiments, the lock was provided by D2 O sealed
inside a capillary inserted in the NMR sample tube. 1 H, 15 N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) experiments were recorded under the same
conditions, except that 10% D2 O was added as an internal lock.
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slightly upfield for F A (−0.5 ppm) and F B (−1.7 ppm), but downfield for F C (þ1.6 ppm). The tetrahedrally coordinated fluorine,
F A , is barely affected, while for the trigonally coordinated fluorines, F B and F C , the small gain in electron density of the former is
matched by a similar loss of electron density in the latter, indicative of a subtle shift in the position of the MgF−3 moiety relative to
the protein.
In contrast, the PGM-MgF3 -2deoxyG6P-TSA complex shows
more dramatic changes in chemical shift compared with the
PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex, with F C moving substantially upfield (−18.1 ppm), while F A and F B move downfield, but to lesser
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molecule). The consequence of the removal of a hydrogen-bonding partner for F C is that F A and F B move slightly closer to their
hydrogen-bonding partners, as evidenced by the small increase in
sum isotope shifts for these fluorine atoms (F A ¼ 1.7 ppm
and F B ¼ 1.5 ppm).
Collating all of the above data, it is also possible to establish
that in general the measured 19 F chemical shifts correlate very
well with the measured isotope shifts (Fig. 5A). This illustrates
the dominant influence that the very local hydrogen-bonding
groups have on shaping the charge density on the MgF−3 moiety.
To understand more fully the nature of the hydrogen bonding between the coordinating groups and the model of the transferring
phosphate, it is also possible to measure scalar couplings associated with the F⋯H-N hydrogen bonds (Fig. S6). In the
PGM-MgF3 -G6P-TSA complex, J HF and J NF couplings are observable for each amide group HN ⋯F pair, and the magnitudes
of both couplings correlate closely with distances measured from
crystal structure analysis (Fig. 5B). For example, the distortion of
the tetrahedral coordination of F A , in which protons D10HN and
S114HO make an approximately trigonal arrangement while proton L9HN is positioned near the apex of a trigonal pyramid, is
clearly reflected in the scalar coupling measurements. Hence,
the scalar couplings provide further independent corroboration
of the positions of nitrogens (and hydrogens) in the immediate
vicinity of the transferring phosphate mimic.
The remarkable relationship between all of the observed NMR
parameters and the coordinates determined in the crystalline
state shows that, for the β-PGM complexes studied here, the
atomic positions determined at high resolution in the solid phase
reflect very closely the solution behavior. The NMR parameters
also establish the nature of subtle changes in the structure when
small changes in the constituency of the TSA complexes are
made. In combination with our reevaluation of the crystalline
state, these results leave no doubt that the transition-state-like
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